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Abstract 
ConceN learning or learnmg from examples IS one of the most extensxvely studied forms 
of learning m Artlfic~al Intelligence(A1) and has applications in areas hke Expert S\ stems, 
Pattern Recogn~txon, etc The problem of concept learnmg xnvolves learnmg to classlfy the 
objects of a doma~n using a set of pre-classified examples from the doma~n After seeing a 
set of such examples, the goal is to infer a concept description which can be used to classify 
new objects from the domaln Because the problem lnvolves inductive inference, the issue of 
val~dat~ng the generdizat~ons made dur~ng the learnmg process IS ~mport ant The Probably 
Approximately Correct(PAC) learning frame~ork offers an elegant way to rigorous11 tackle 
this issue The PAC formulation is also useful to formulate the problem of learning in 
the presence of noisy examples Further, the framework serves as a unified formalism for 
analyzmg and comparmg complexity of learnmg algorithms 
In this thesis, we address the problem of developing efficient incremental algorithms for 
concept learning from noisy examples under the PAC framework We employ logic expres 
sions involving nominal and linear attributes to represent the concepts learnt In Chapter 
2, we formulate an opt~mlzation problem that is relevant to concept leaning and propose 
a general stochast~c algonthm baaed on a novel team of Learmng Automata to solve this 
problem Chapters 3 and 4 present appl~cat~ons of this opt~rmzatlon algonthm 1x1 leaxnmg 
logic expressions incrementally under noise The proposed algorithms are proved to converge 
asymptotically to the correct concept assurmng that the examples given are cormpted by at 
most 50% of unblased noise These algorithms can learn nch classes of logic expressions 
over both nomnal and linear attributes Analyzmg the time complexity of these learning 
algorithms is a related problem of interest Thls involves the problem of finite tlme analysis 
of Learning Automata algor~thms, whch IS part~ally addresaed m Chapter 5 
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Stochastic Optimlzatlon aith a Hybr~d Team of Learnlng Automata 
Follow~ng Haussler 's generalized PAC framework, concept learning mvolves an asso- 
ciated optimization problem of minimizing the empirical risk in this thesis, we cons~der a 
stochast~c iterative method to solve such opttm~zation p b l e m s  We pose the opbm~zation 
problem as a multi person game played by a team of learnlng automata The game 1s novel 
in that each player of the game represented by a Learning Automaton, can have a fin~te or 
an lnfin~te actlon set to choose from Definlng solutions for the game called optma1 pornts, 
we propose a decentralized learnlng algorithm It is proved that the algorithm converges to 
one of the opt~mal points Ne show that our result generalizes many of the currently avail 
able results in learn~ng automata literature An appealing aspect of our game formulat~on is 
that it can be employed as a general model for concept learnmg from nolsy examples and 
our algorithm can be used for incrementally learning concepts as logic expressions The 
convergence result proved can be used to show the correctness of the algorithm under PAC 
framework We illustrate t h ~ s  application aspect of our game formulation next, by proposing 
algorlthms for learning conjunctive and disjunctive logic expressions 
Learning Conjunctwe Concepts 
We first consider the problem of learmng conjunctive concepts In the literature, 
algorlthms for effiuently learning conjunctive concepts over nominal and linear attrlbutes 
and possessing PAC learnability properties have been developed under no noise conditions 
Howel s, extending these algorithms to handle noisy examples is difficult Nonincremental 
a1gorithms that tackle either nominal attrlbutes only or linear attributes only, have been 
proposed to learn from nolsj examples Though a blend of these algorlthms could be used 
to learn concepts with nominal and linear attrlbutes, the resulting algorithms would still be 
nonincremental Incremental learning algorlthms are more &went, especially 1n problems 
where large number of training examples are needed In thls them, we consider the problem 
of incremental learnmg of a class of conjunctive concepts involving nominal and linear attribu- 
tes, called s m p l e  conjuncttve concepts, from noisy examples We propose an algorithm us~ng 
the hybnd automata team model considered above and prove that the algorithm correctly 
learns the class of simple conjunctive concepts under up to 50% noise Through simulations 
on some synthetic and real-~orld problems, we show that the algorithm is computationally 
&cient also 
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Learnmg Dlsjunctwe Concepts wlth Marker Attributes 
We next cons~der the problem of learn~ng dlsjunct~ve concepts in v~ew of the r~ch 
representational capabllit~es of dlsj unctlve concepts, the problem has been well-inves tr gated in 
the 11 terature HOM ever, the algorl thms ava~lable for provably learn~ng under PAC frameworh 
are very fee\ , especially under noise Even under no nolse, the ava~lable algorithms for 
learning in the presence of nominal and h e a r  attnbutes turn out to be nonlncremental In 
this thesis, we observe that learning of disjunctive concepts is inherently d~fficult because of 
a credlt asslgnrnent problem We prov~de an approach to resolve the credlt ass~gnment and 
hence effiaenth learn dlsjunctlve concepts, usmg speclal nomlnal attrlbutes of the domain, 
called marker affrzbutes Usmg the ldea of marker attnbutes, we define concept classes called 
k term dtspncf~ve concepts wrth marker attnbutes We show that these classes are efficiently 
learnable under no noise, with polynommal sample and t~me  complexity In the presence of 
nolse, we propose ~ncremental earning algor~thms based on hybr~d automata team models 
We prove that all these algorithms correctly learn under the PAC framework It IS also 
proved that the algorithms learn under up to 50% noise In the examples We also exhibit 
the computational efficiency of the algor~thms through simulat~on studles on few synthetic 
and real world problems When the marker attrlbutes are known o pnon, all our algor~thms 
have more effic~ent versions both under noisefree and noisy conditions 
We obsene that concepts with marker attnbutes form nontrivial subclasses of disjunct- 
we concepts It IS shown that these classes represent a reasonably large class of disjunctive 
concepts by w y ~ n g  the number of marker attributes We argue that the restriction of the class 
of all dlsjunct~ve concepts to concepts wlth marker attnbutes offers an lnterestmg trade-off 
between expressive power and complexity of learning For example, by consldermg a sub 
class of k-term boolean expresslons(over N va;riables/attr~butes) expressible w ~ t h  at most, 
say (k/2), marker attnbutes, we show that thls subclass is learnable by an algorithm that is 
more effiuent by o ( N ~ - ' )  factor compared to the algorithm of Pltt & Valiant 
Finite time Behaviour of Learnmg Automata 
After haling seen that algorithms based on teams of learning automata are effectlie 
for lemning concepts under the PAC framework, we Illustrate how PAC framework offers 
possibilit~es for analyzmg automata algor~tha s Such an analysls would be useful m derivmg 
theoretical estimates on the learning complexity of algorithms based on learning automata 
models, presented above We propose a genera framework for a;nalyz1ng the finite time 
behawour of the automaton lemning algorithms motivated by the PAC formulat~on Usmg 
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th~s framework, the finlte tlme analysis of the Purswt Algorithm 1s presented We cmlder 
both cont~nuous and dlscretlzed forms of the pursu~t algorithm Based on the results of the 
analysis, we compare the rates of convergence of these two vers~ons of the pursu~t algor~thm 
To conclude, we propose in thla thesrs, a novel class algorlthms based on Learnmg Auto- 
mata models for incremental concept learning from nolsy examples under the PAC framework 
Defining a new class of disjunct~ve  log^ expressions ~nvolvlng normal and h e a r  attributes 
we show that the algorlthms can ef6clently learn these rich subclasses of dlsjunct~ve concepts 
The algorlthms are provably nolse-tolerant and can be run in an on-he fashion They are 
parallel algorithms and can be easlly ~mplemented on SIMD machlnes wlth processors domg 
only local computation With such implementation, we can expect close to linear speedup of 
our algorithms 
